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THE PLACE: When Bill Hind and Elaine 

Snell got into the sunroom business in 

1982, their focus was supplying bright 

and airy additions to seasonal dwellings 

in RV parks. But then homeowners came 

knocking, seeking the same enhancements 

that made them feel less holed-up in 

their year-round addresses. Business 

boomed and their showroom at 

Aztec Enclosures in Welland grew. 

And grew and grew, to eventually 

include their latest venture Inspired 

Patio. One lets people see the range 

of options for extending their homes with 

high-end three- and four-season sunrooms 

while the other, in an adjoining retail space, 

provides all the essential furnishings and 

accessories to make sunrooms, patios and 

backyards a dream. “We’ve found since 

having the showroom, it’s a customer 

service thing to a great extent,” Elaine 

says. “It helps people visualize what 

something will look like.” The marketplace 

is really evolving. “They won’t see it 

unless they come to a business like this,” 

Bill adds.

THE APPROACH: Bill and Elaine invite customers to visit 

their showroom to see what’s available and discuss ideas. 

The couple’s success hinges on providing as many options 

as possible, including mixing and matching features for a 

space customers will enjoy as long as they own their homes. 

“We want you to have what you want. We don’t want you to 

settle,” Bill says.

THE STYLE: The stores feature items bound to be 

conversation pieces, including beverage coolers and 

centrepieces fashioned from recycled oil drums to look like 

flamingos, motorcycles, bulldogs and Airstream trailers. 

Outdoor furniture tends toward a modern look, but also 

classic and timeless. “We try to have a bit of everything, but 

quality is the hallmark of all of it,” Elaine says.

THE TREND: Backyards are no longer the domain of a few 

simple lawn chairs and barbecues. People are spending 

more time outside, using their yards as living space when 

the weather is good. As a result, 

features such as shade protection are 

top of mind now, rather than a luxury. 

In patio furniture, fire tables are growing 

in popularity. Patio furniture is also being 

manufactured to standards of indoor pieces, 

built to last with all-weather fabrics. 
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